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. INTRODUCTION.

The major goal of-The Energy
Future TodaY is to help
seventh, eighth, and 'ninth
grade students gain a greater
understanding of the complex-
itiepqand implicationg-of the
major energy decisions that
must be made; The qualits of
life in both the.present and
the future depend on how
these decitions are-made.
These decisions involve.the
use of fOssil fuels, conser-
vation, and allocation of
scarce supplies as well as
short and long term dekrelop-
ment of, alternative energy
resources.

The,unit is developed around
tbe:conáepts of shortage,
scarcity, tradeoffs, invest-
ment, and decision-making.
Students develop thede con-t
cepts by examining data drawn
from both the eocial sciences
and the natural sciences. By
participating in several de-
cision-4c4king activities stu-
dents develop participatory'
skills as Well as an atfective
understanding of the problems
involved in energy decisions.

The packet is divided into
four units each of which con-
tain-tWo or three lessons.
It is designed to last approx-
imately two weeks. If the ,

teacher chooses some of the
optional decision-making or
research actimities; the time
may be longer.

Throughout the packet alterr
0 natiye teaching and learning

strategies are prollided. The
teachers-can choose the meth-
'oda that are most appropriate
fOr their teachidy styles and
the needs of the students.

,

ThACHER:MATERIALS

The portion of the energy
curriculum materials directed
to the teacher includes:s

An Overview which Briefly
describes the major thrust
of each lesson;

*Comcepts and Major Under-,
standings_to be developed
in the unit;

.

Objectives whi9A state.in
behavioral terms what per-.
formance should be expected
of the students;

A list of Materials deeded
to conduct each lesson.

1

STUD'ENT MATERIALS

Each lesson includes twO or.
three.student hahdouts. These
materials can be prepared fair:
distribution to each

.

ual student on a Xerox, Therm6-
' fax-machine or by making e
duplicating master. In addi%.-.
tion, some of the material may
be reproduced as transparencies
for, use on a4 overhead pr9ject0
Thiskis particularly appropript
for chart and graph interpreta-
tion.

..UNIVOVEtIVIEWt
v

Unit-1

This unit helps studedts to
. 'distinguish between shortage

and scarcity., Shortage is a
short term concept. There ,

is a sudden "change in the sup-
ply or deinand fbr energy.
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Sc city is a long 1.erm con-
t,in which the demand for
rgy exceeds the supply tf.

Decisions dealing with shortage
generally are'concerned with
how the available fuel'should

'be allocited.'' Decisions con-
cerning scarcity deal with, how,
demand can'be reduced or sup-
ply incre&sed.

To deye1op an understandin4 of
these concepts of shortage and
scarcify students interpret
.cartcons, giaphs, and headlines.
They participate in two *ttia- ,

tions in which decisionb M st.
be made,, one of shortage and. . .

one of Scarcity.

Unit '2

One ,strategx for dealing with
scarcity in/the short term is
conservation. -ConservAtion
decisions,involve a more ef-.
ficient use of existing energy
resources. Decisions to con-.
serve energy are a function of
the,teChnology, lifestyle, pre-
vidus decisions made by indiv-

governmentand industry,
as wel .aft-values, attitudes,

.

and Co t Oenefit_analydisl

-Studen s r ad A. series of case
studiee, ccnplete a conserva-

-'tiop #ttitu e questionnaire
and ejOamine raphic data'to
Werstand arid 4dentify possible
conservation decisions and.the
factors that infiibit tpr encour-
age' the ithplementatioh of these
decisions.

. Unit' 3

A -second strategy for: dealing .

-With energy scarcity. is to in-
crease the supply of energy.

./.1
;

.

In the short.term,'that, is
by 1985, the energy gupply
inclyeaSes will probably
Cpme from greater-production
of coal, from solar heating
anci/or nuclear fission. Each
of these alternatives involve
tradeoffs and require invest-
ment.

From 4 bar graph'students
identify,short and long term
,energy supply options. An-
analysis of the President's
energy research and develop-
ment'budgefi helps ptudepts. to
Understand the role.of invest-
ment in.energy developMent.
Students examine,data sheets
on coal and nuclear-fissipn.
After identifying.the costs
and.benefits of theie' options,
students participate in a mock
,Presidenfial Cabinet meeting.
The pturse of%the meeting is

-t.o prepare a'po1ic statement.

Unieir

. Long term ehergy options in-
:clude, among other things,
thekdevelopment of nuclear
fusion, ellectricity from solar
poWer, coal gdsificatidn. Again,.

these decisions knVOlve trade-
offs, imrestment and values.

-

Students examlne.data abdut
these technologies andi0ent-
ify theicosts and bgneifts.
As a Wncluding,exerctse,
students wrIte a letter to
the President outlining. an.
energy policy.

TEACHiR'BACKVOUND INPORMATIO4
J

Solar Wlectors

Solar collecore eme genev-
ally in the shape of a fiat

1111`-box'perhaps three feet on a

'

/A 0
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side and a few inches thick.
The inside of this,box is
'blackened and it is covered
with a transparent sheet:
When oriented toward the.
sun, usually by placing it,
on a iouth-facing roof, the
blackened'surface is'heatea .

by solar radiation. Circu-.
latin9 air QX water.through
.this b carries the absorbed

n heat -to s'bre storage device
subh.as a tank.of water.

To use the heat stored in'
this water'. tank, coils of
fubing serving as "heat
exchangers" are placed in
the-tank permitting fluid
to be heated as it passes

. through the tank. In the
.siMialest terms, space heat-
ing could be accoMPlished
by passing air through the
tank and into the building
to be heated. .got water
could be obtained by simply
_passing watei through the
tank. Interestingly, this
tank of hot water can also
provide for.space cooling.
A'"working fluid" is con-
verted from'liquid jto vapor
phase byrpaising through.the
tank and the vaPor cirbulates
through pipeg in the building
and absorbs heat:. The amea
sprocess-is uded in gas rer
frigerators,'

There arw many designs for
solar collectors, as well as
the storage and cirCulation
components: All are soMe-

* idiat" experimental so the
econqmics are rathei uhknown.
Solar energ th not uniformly
eivelilable, being obviously.

. affected by average cloudi-
nese amIlatitude. While
fi is judged titiit all regioris
.of the U.S. have some poten-
t-tial for usibg solar energy,

_4.

MY.

we have too,-little experi-
ence to know the potential
in all regions.

Coal Gasification

Coal is an attractive resource,,,
at least in the intermediate
'term (the next 50 years), be- r

eause'it is so much_mgre
plentiful than natural gas or
oil in the U.S. Estimates
suggest.that the U.S. has at
1,east-ten times/the redoverable
energy in the form of coal as .

it has in natural gas and oil.
The difficulties of using coal/
are primarily environmental.
Mining, particularly the striP
mining of ou l. western,coal, is
.disruptive of the land. Burn-
ing :coal direbtly in.industry
or in electric generating
plants.leads to polluting
the air with compounds of*
sulfur and nitrogen. . Elabor-
ate equipment to remove these
pollutants from the "stack

.4111

. gasses" issan eXpensive. solu-
tion.

By converting coal to a com-
bustible,gas, the air pollur
tion problem can be avoided.
In the process bf gasifica, (

tion, the coal is heated in
,the presence of hydrogen and
converted to a gas of a car-

---b& and hyarogen dompound
such as methahe (CIO). In
the process, the contamfnants
.such as sulfdt are removed.
The resulting gas can be
transported and burnedableanly
and easilY as a, substitue lor
natural gas.' It can also be
used as a source of chemicals
for industry. ,

Methods. and plants foi gash-
fying coal have 'been present
for *demities,,but ill Currently



available methods produce a
-.4ks that is more expensive
' than available alternatives.
Current-research is expected
to improve the'mdthods and
as both the costs are reduced
and the price of-the alter=
natives increase, gasifica- .

tion is likely to be adopted.

The primiry problems remain
the disruption of, the land
for mining and the need for
lar4e--quantities of water
for'the process,. Much of
the coal lies i)n the dry
western states where water

It is already'at a premium'
and in great demand for
irrigation. in the.future,
the environmental damage of
mining.may be avoided if We
learn to gasify coal in the
ground,without mining it
first.

Nuclear Fusion

The primary,attraction of
nuclear fusion is that the
fueI supply is essentially
unlimited, while the primary
discouragement comes from the.
difficulty of achieiring a
controlled fusion reaction. -

The'process involves fusing
together very light nucle
which producs energy. The
cOmmonly considered reactions
are to combine cluteritim (an
isotope of hydrogen) with
itself or with tfitium (an-
other isotope'of hydrogen).
Both reactions pro uce energy
and by-products t 't are not
dangerously radioactivè.
Though these speci l forms
of the Oydrogen atom (or
igotopes) are mucI lesS
common than the b sic/J1Nro-
gen atom, they ar still very,
plentiful. Deuteifium is found

r.

in one water mblecule of every
6500. Considering the water 7-
in the world's oceans, there
is enough deuterium to supply
twice the world's current
energy consumption for 50
billion years. Thus, the
supply of the resource is no
problem.

But the technology is a prob-
lem. To accomplish a fusioA
reaction requires that the
particles be confined and
heated to 100 million degrees
centigrade or higher. No
materials can withstand these
temperatures, so we must seek
4ew methode of confinement.
aboratory experiments are.

wrently being conducted us-
ing_lasers or magnetiO fields,

'but the status of,thee* ef-
forts, after 20 yeare of hard
work, is that we have,still
not'successfully obtained as
much energy Out 'of the reac-
tion as has been.usel in
heating the materials. At
this point we do not know how
to produce a controlled fusion
raction, although much re-
search is still going on.
Opiniohs on the.likelihood of,

. success differ.

It should be mentioned that
the sun's energy results
from just Such-fusion reac-
tions. There.the-confinement
is accomplished with gravity.
The hydrogen bomb is also a
fusion reaction but hardly
controlled as required for
our purposes.

If we learn how toisustain
a controlled fusion reaction,'
much work will remain until
the process cein be used to
produce energy commerically.

* We must develop materials and
systems to safely remove the

9

O.;
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410'. heat from the reactor and put
it to use, pr9bably.4 gener-.
ating steam.to pokverelectric

_generators. This comrherci41-
ization of the fusion process

.

will.take many additional years
ahd is expected to be extremely
expensiye..

4
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Overview

Concept

Dithjor

Understanding

Student
Objectives

Time
_Allotment

Materials

o.

Unit 1
Lesson I.

. .0

WHEN SUDDENLY THERE IS flO MORE

Students examine a-series of headlines froM...the
coal strike of 1978 to 'see some of-the effects
of a sudden shortage of fuel, .Students make
decisidns about how to allocaterfuel after a
shortage cuts off needed fuel supply.

wShortage
h

Alsudden change in the.supply (3 demand of an
important item such as energy...maST.cause a short-
age taat can affect. many ,aspects of the society.

Students shOUld be`abIe to:
1. Define:shortage by giving examples-:

.

2. Infer from data the effects of a short-
-age 'of energy.

3. Evaluate different decisions about
.41locatinipesources duririg a shortage.

S.

One glass period

1. Heagelknes: "The Coal Strike of 1978"
2. "WhRlt to Do When the Oil Doesn't Akrive"

Procedure

ACTIVITY 1
4 Coal Strike Headlines

Inferring

Distribute coal strike head-
lines. Ask the class to solve
the puzzle of what kind of
event coUld ha've caused-these

.

commentary

Although this is a coal
strike, an embargo, trans--
portation strik or shutdowns
or severe uvather could stop
the supply'of coal or other
needed fuel.

As.an optional introduction -

or extension, ekplain some
"the background of the

strike. The coal' miners4



Procedures
,

.

Classifying

Students iOentify the mult-
iple effects of the coal
strike. This may be done'

a number of ways..

' 1. Student0 can answer.the
questions on the Headlines
Handout alone or in small .

groups.

2. Advanéed students could
categorize the effects.of the
shortage as etonpmic, social
or political.

3. Generate with the 'clads
a.lidt of the effect's of the"
itrike. Divide t.ilte class;
into small groups. Each

,group must.arrive at a qpnis,
serious of what is the molt..
'iMpprtant and least impor-
tant effect.

413

,..;'Commentarl

who pre#10usly had a-very.
strong Union, were severely
divided'. Union leaders
Could !Lot enforce An dgree-
ment., During th previous
two decades, some coal miners
were paid-high wages, but
many were unemployed. The ,

accident ratp and job 2elated
sicknesses, such ag black lung
diseaie, have made coal mining
a dangerous job.' bwners' of
the mines said that theycould
not afford to,met all the de-
mands.. After several months
of negotiation., the President
envoked the Taft Kartley Act
because he saW the 6trike as
a threat to national security.
Workers-threatened not to obey
the injunction. 4

Economic - job layoffs.
Political - President orders

workers'badk to work; auth-
ority questioned.

Social - fear of crime.



4110,.
,4.- A formal or inform 1 ae-
bate on Alternative pldns fr

- 'coping with a.shortage can
e held.

J. 3 Procedures

4

ACTIVITY .2

4

Whit To Do Nhen'T e Oil Doesn't
.Arrive-
*

Decision Makin

Distribute "What-to Do When the
Oil Doe'sn't Arrive." Have the
students work in small groups
to complete the questions on-
'decision making.

The students Can then partici-
pate in a mock town council

1111

meeting (described on the back
of the Handout).

Oa

or,

An informal debate 4bout dif-.
ferent,isolutionsWould be'
Appropriate.

Concluding the Lesson
.

Have students define the terM
'"shortage." .
Accept answers5that show they
understand the term even if
they do not use the words
supply and demand.

Have stUdents'list other
shortages they have experi-
enced.

e

vs 1

Commentary

Possible debate-topics in-,
clude'"SChools should be
closedin the winter,"
"All lights.must be turned
off at 1100."

-

Town Council Members
Mayor
Six Members

2

%Repo;ter

-All other class members are
zitizensrapd speak out for
or-,against their pldn.

-

A sudden change in the supply
or demand for'an item.

4 I.

These can be personal, such
. as having'uneXpected dinner
y guests.when there is only a
r limited,amount of foodl or

/ national, such as a shortage
. of oil during the oil embargo.

A

c.
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Overview.

Coneept
)'

Major
Understanding

WILL. THERE EVER. BE ENOUGg7

'Unit.1
Lesson 2'

Unlike shoftage, scarcity is a long.term.phen-,
omenoh. In general, economists beliel.te that
th'e demand for an item like energy will always,.
'be greater than the,supply pf4the.item. In
this lesson the students begin with decision
4bout hoW they would 'react if their income
rose and then if the pride of gasoline rose.
They then examine a set of data showing how
the demand for energy is increasi7g faster
thah the supply.

Scarcity

When the desire for an item such as energy ex-
ceeds or'grows at a faster rate than the supply
.of energy, a condition of,scarcity exists.

.Student Students should be able to:
Objectives 1. Define scarcity.

* 2.. Apply the concept of carcity*to the
energy situation. ,

3; ,Interpret graphs ,t.tid cartoons.,

Timel
Allotmene

Materials

One class period

"You and the.Price of Gas"

Graphs and Charts: 7tnergy Consumption"
"The U.S. Energy Gap"

Procedures Commentary.

ACTIVITY 1
7 k

Have the.clabs identify any These could include time,
. items that are scarce in money, friends.

their lives,- Are there any
items that they never seem
to have enough of?

If the class suggests money,
'brainstorm for &few moments:
How many things would they
like to buy? it is best if

4111 these

are to be purchased
from the students own income

,. .fro alldWance or work.
,.

These can be listed on the
'board.

. 15



Procedures ..

How, do they decide which
'items to buy. with.their
limited-income?

What would the students
add if their income were
to double?

If their income doubled,
would they get everything
they wanted?

Can they imagine ever hav-
inT.everything they wanted?
Why 'or why not?

'Hive the plass develop a
working 'definition of
"scarcity." ,

ACTIVITY 2
You and the Price of Gas

Distribute "You and the
Price of Gas." Have the
students answer the clues:7
tions.

Were the decisionsbeasy to,
make? Which were easier?
Harder?

f4 .

'Can'they think of any reasons
why softie people want the, price

- of gasoline to rise?

to, Would some groups of people
have*a more difficult time
than others if the price of
gas were to rise?

Have the.class offer other
.suggestions foi, getting us
to use less gasoline. Can
this* be classified into .

increading supply or de-
-.creasing-demand solutions?

Commentary

Pliably not. Most
wa.` ts increase with
fncOm*

Some si.udents will say yes'.
Their demands will stay con-
stant.

In general, the desire for
/goods is greater than the
supply of goods.

v.

It ly get us to use less
energy. Some companies may
make a greater proat.

In general, the poorer the
person, tfie more the'person
will be affected by a price.
rise.

Rationing; building more pub-
lic:trausportation; closing
gas stations on weekends.



1, Procedures

: ACTIVITY 3
Energy and Scarcity:.

pl'ferring from data

.pistribute graphs and chart; 4
There are two general strat-
egies for.this activlty:

'

1. Have the stddents examine
the data 'on the graPhs and .

charts ..nd generate thir oWn
questions.

t

or

.

f. Have the students answer
the queations on the, data
sheets singly.or in groups.

.

ConcluAng the Lessdn

Based on the two sets of
data, whatItiajor problems
are posed by the scarcity
of energy?

8.

ft

1

:4040, )111.

at IT* .j'.'
.4)

I.

Comment*y

For eXample, if,we have more
coal than any ofher energy,
resource, .why don't we u0'
more oft? What will happen
when deffiand is sireater than .

supply? Why are imports
growing? Why don!t we develop
nucleWRower?

If

% A point to emphasize.is that
sckicity, unlike shortage, ill
long term.

1 '7
8.

vb.

11-

4.

A__ ...... -



'CAN ANYTHING BE DONE?.,

46 Unit.1
/ I: Lesson 3

Overview Students are-.iqtroduced to.the tiadeoff's madipwhen 'the supply of energy is increased,ormand is decreased. First, studentq analyte aseries of cartoons.- 'They then compare the
-energy situation to a.type of bank. Future
withdrawals depend on the present rate of de-posits and withdrawals. The future 11.-.e ofenergy depends on the present use of enerigy

. as well as increases in the'supply of energy.

...

Concept

Major
Pnderstanding

'Student
Obj'ectives

00,

Time
Allotment

Ma.terials

Supply and Demand
c.

By increasing supply or decreasing demand, the
severity of.scarcity may be lessened, but to doso will require a set of tradeoffs.

'dthe students should be able to:
- 1. -Disculk'the implications of tradeoffs.2. Apply the cohcept Of supplY and demand.3. Aake inferences from.cattoonp.

1

One class period

Cartoon Sheet 1 '- "Our Energy Appetite"

Cartoon Sheet 2 "Classroom"
, "Pipelines"

° "Bicycling"

, World Energy Bank Handout

Procedures

ACTIVITY 1

Inferring from cartoons

r_ Distribute Cartoon Sheet 11
If the students need help in .

interprpting cartoons, work
with them through each,of
the questions.

Commentary

1.8
4%1
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Procedures'.

Alternatively, have students,
egin with the question of
how tlas.cartoon shows
scarcity.

If.the students were the
"World Ehergy Doctor,"
what would they prescribe
for the pitient?

A
What is the problem with each
"prescription?"

Distribute Cartoon Sheet 2.
This Cartoon Sheet with three
cartdons may be used in a
numbr of ways:

1.: The questions on the
back of the sheet may be
duplicated and distributed
.to the students.

or

-2. Distribute the cartoons
without the questions.

Have the Class 'identify the
cartoon that:

A. Shows ways to use less
energy..

B. May imply that we just
live with scarcity.

C. Shows ways to increase
the supply of energy.

Commentary

The appetite or demand for
energy seems to be bigger
than the supply of energy.

The answers could include
sating less or consuming
less el*rgy or finding a
way tb feed the ever-increas-
ing appetite for, energy. .

Some ansWers inclUde the
fact that'Supply of fossil
fuels is finite and that
peoplefind it difficult
to cut back on consumption.

This is stfiggested_for students
with little experience in
tartoon.intetpretation or Who_
need considerable directibn.

Cartoon 1

Cartoon 2

Cartoon 3

1, 9
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Procedures

What is thy prOblem with
each of the "solutions"
offered in the cartoon?

4

Ask the students if they
can define the word
"tradeoff."

A

Have students identify a
tradeoff in each of the
cartoons.

Which Of the tradeoffs do
they seerri'most comfortable

-with? Why?.

ACTIVITY 2
The World Energy Bank

Before distributing the
World Energy ,Bank sheet,
ask the students what
they would have to do if
they wanted to,buy an
item that they couldn`t
afford.' ,

If we want to have more
energy in the fUture,
wtat must be done now?

-

Hand outdithe Energy Bank
sheet. lileview Nith the
students"what each of
the symbols for sourcesof energy,mean.

Why are withdrawals 'from
the bank inceeasing? -

AIL

.0460

I*
Allommentary

Living with.scarcity may be
disastprous (Cartoon 1);
supply increases may cause
environmental damage (Cartoon
2); changes in transportation
can be

uncomfOrtable'(Cartoon3).
.

The definition should
the idea that we give
thing in order to get
&else.

include
up sOme-
something

Cartoon I may be trading off
the future for the present;
Cartoon 2, environment for
enertv; Cartoon 3, comfort
for less demand, of energy. ,

Either they would have to
saVe for it or they would
have to figure out a way
to get more money.

Save energyor increase the
supply of energy.

These are the "deposits".in
the energy bank.'

Sk

,Werld Demand for energy is
increasing rapidly. Indus-.

trialization and increast0
standard of living are two
of the factors.



4.

Procedures 't

According to the lActure,
by how much will enet.gy
consumption have,grown by

4F. the year '2000?

How can "deposits" be
increased?

4

How can "withdrawals" be
reduced?'

- What are the problems with
using less riow?

What' are the problems with
increasing energy supply?

co,)

,

Commentary

New sources.of energy could
be found, new technologies
introduced, scientific.break-
throughs.

By conservation or cutting
down on present consumption
or increasing the.efficiency
of energy use.

The students can refer back
to the cartoons or, to t4ekr
previoUs -knowledge.

01.

%
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WHO DEdIDED?

unit 2
Lesson 1

: 0%.1rerview After reading two case studies the students
discuss how the individual, the goyernment,

! and industry influence the amount of energy
used in a family. Students write a brief_casestudy of their Own family in which they identifywhere energy cohservation decisions could bemade and what the advantages and disadvantages /of these decisions would be..0

Concepts Decision Making
Cost/Benefnit

Major The ability to conserve energy dep nds on pre-Understanding vious decisions, by the individua the govern-ment, and industry as well.as the resent desireto save.

Student.
Objectives

Students should be able to:-
1. -Identify direct-and indirect uses of

energy in a serieS Of case studies and
in their own lives.

4. Evaluate energy decisions in terms df
cost and benef4s.

Time
Allotment One class period

Materials Case Studies 1 & 2

Procedures
Commentary

ACTIVITY 1
Case Studies

Either divide the class in
half and give one case
,study to each half or give
both studies to all the
students.

ie

Th students could answer
th questions individually, '

Ho ver, more interaction
could be achieved through `-
small group discusiion.

4

a

7
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Procedures

What art some of ttle uses of
energy in the case udies?

How do decisions by the
family,.government, and in-.
dustry influeAce 'the amount

..pf.energy used?

What are soifte of the benef4s
and costs of energy,conserva-
tion?;

ACTIVITY 2 ,

fi-

Have students write brief
"Energy Cade Studies" for
their own families. These
cases can 40 duplicated
for class reading and anal-
ysis.

Some students may wish to
devise a brief quest-ionnaire
to find out how and why
they chooge this method.

Commentary

The energy uses axe both
direct (e.g., fuel for cars)

4

and indirect (e.g., ,synthetic
clothing).

4Family decisions include
choosing to live_in certain,
ar6as; job choice.

Government decisions in-
clude the building of roads
and busing decisioris for
studetits.

Industry decisions include
airline schedules and apart-
ment central heating.

Energy conservation can save
money but requirep investment;
moving closer to wor may save

4'

energy and give more free time,
but may mean §iving up a de-

, sired lifestyle.

41.0

Essays can include a des-
cription of,all the energy
used in the home by :the
family or how ohe person,
uses energy in the entire day.

Students can recommend one
way'to save energy. They
should explain some of the
costs and benefits of tIlis
decision.

This questipnnaire could in-
clude:

How 'do you travel to work?

Is,there public transporta.
tion available?

If there is, wty'do you'uAle
it or not use at?



Rrocedures

Note: StudOnts shotild,be
reminded if they clo inter-
view people, that the
identity-of the people
who are surmyed is kept
confidential.

Some schools require
permission from the prin-
cipal before students
conduct surveys.

4.

"!
00A

Pai

a Commentary

What coup lote done to en,
courage you to use more
public transportation?

Do'you drive A big or small
, car? Why?

4

4

'4

/IP

4

*WI

4
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Overview

Concept

Major
Understanding

r

11-

WBY DON'T WE CONSERVE?...
. :`

Unif 2
Lessnal 2 '

Although most i)eople a4Cee in theory that energy
should be conserved4 there is much disagreement
as to how this can be done. The factors that in--
hibit or encourage-conservation include advertis-ing, personal Keference and costs: Students
examine a variety ok advertising slogans to see
how thest might affect their attitudes toward
conservation. A brief survey of attitudes toward
conservation is completed. Students identify
some of the factors that help explain their at-
titudes and opinions about conservation.

(Attitude) - Conservation

Decisions to gdiserve energy are made on the basis
.

of knowledge, attitudes, cost, government sanc-
tions-and technology.

Student The students should be able to:
Objectives 1. IrApr from advertising siogans implicit

attitudes toward the use of energy.
2i. Evaluate energy conservation iDrograms

in terms of personal attitudes and needs.

Time
'Allotment One class period

Materials Energy Quotes

Student's Cbnservation Survey

Procedures

ACTIVITY 1
Energy Quotes 14.

In a large group discussion
or in small groups, have
the students quickly examine
the,energy quotes.

Have students sort or clas-
sify the quotes into those
that may encourage the wee
of energy and those that may
encourage the conseivation
of energy. Why?

11

Commentary

For example: "Don't Be
Fuelish" - Conserve,
"Bigger is Better",- Use
energy.



4

'Procedures

How could these quoteb.in-
.

fluence behavior?

What other types of ad-
vertising currently on T.V.
or in the magazines or on
radios encourage or dis-
courage the use of energy?

Is it easjer to shift to
using more or less energy?
Why?

CUVITY 2
onservation Survey

Have students complete the
survey individual/y.

Compile the ansArs to the
questions. These can be
listed on the board.

4

'Encourage stUdent to express
the reasons fortheir choices:

Students will probably dis-
agree with eachother. Ask
for volunteers who are opposed
to a particular viewpoint
Have them explain their opin-
irs to each other.

e".

_Commentary

This is an open-ended ques-
tion. Some students will
reject the whole idea.
Others may be able to dis,
cuss the Subtle impact of
advertising.

Most people find it easier
to use more. High enetgy
use often provides' ease and
pleasure. Reducing enetgy
use can save-mOney. A sai
boat may be as much ft.ip as
a motorboat.

Far example:

Statement Yes_ No Undecided

'2

-7.

.

etc-.
_

_

. l

,
..

.
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Procedure

tell the students that as a
class they must reach a con-
sensus about which of these
proposals to recommend to
the President or Governor.

Why is this so difficult?

If a codsensus is reached,
try to identify why,this
particular solution was
favored.

4

Hay* the students identify
a particular group or per-
son who might support each
of'"the proposals.

Which of these energy uses
are necessities? Which
are luxuries? 'What.makces
the difference?

4
In conserving energy what
tradeoffs are they willing '

to accept? What aren't'
they willing to give up?

Concluding,the Lesson

Why- should we conserve
energy?

ComMentary

Many times it will be
bedaule the students are
not personally involved
In these changes. For
example, raising the price
of gasoline may have,little
impact on wealthier dtudents.
On the other hand, closing
school in the winter might
seriously affect, them,.

There are no directly right
or wrong answer. Parents
might favor raising driving
age. Gas station owners
might be particularly op-
posed to closing gas stations
on Sunday. Persons living on
lakes might like to ban motor-
boats or snowmobiles.

These answers, to some extent,
-.depend on student's attitudes:'

Students may refer tmck to
the Sugply and Demand graph-
from Unit 1.

4

'ft
7ir; >T:t. #10 +, ' a.
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5
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Unit 2--
Lesson 3

WHERE SAVINGS CAN BE MADE

OvervJew Studentss'identify aread in the economy where /
energy savings could be made, 'The potential ,

costs of,conservation are compared to the po-
tential savings. Students distinguish between
monetary costs and Other economic and social
costs.,

'Concept Cost/Benefit

Major.
Understanding

Student
Objectives

Time.

Chan4es,in technology itnd lifestyles, while .

tequiring some present tradeoffs-and invest-
ments, may savesenergy for'future needs.

The student? should be able to:
1. Identify sectors ofthe.economy where

major savings could be made in energy.
2. jodentify some -of the social and economic

costs and benefits of Conservation mea-
sures.

3. Interpret graphic data,

Alloiment One class periodA -

Materials. Chart - "Where Energy Savings Could Be We"

Procedures

ACtIVITY 1
.1

Brainstbrm with the students
all the ways they can think

4 of that they might have
saved energy that day.- How ,

could they save energy direct-
,ly? 'How- could they saVe
ener4y indirectly?

Why Might ther choose (or
not choose) to conserVe
energy in this way?:

,

777"

Commentary*

Pcir example:
Direct: Walk to sc ol
rather than drive; Jturn
lights'out; turn the heat

.down.; eat untoasted bread;
-'wash.in Cold water; not
play a radio or T.V.; utie

, a regular toothbrush.

Indirect: Wear natIlitl,
rather than'syhOetiC clothes;
not waste foodlonot wait* -
paper., .

,28

. -44 ktr, '77; Vri4(.4(
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Procedures

Which of these choices
were under. _their control?
Which of the-chOces were
dnder the control-Of the
parents or other author=
ities?

Which of these savings
would be easy to make;
which difficult? Why?

Would-people of dkfferent
economic levels have the
same or differerit diffi-
culties in making these
choices?

ACTLVITY 2

Where Energy Savings Could
Be Made

Distribute copies of the
chart: "Where Energy Savings
Could Be Made."

Which of these._savings could .

be made,by changes in the way
we live or lifestyle? ftich
would-take major changes in
technology? Which require
both?

(

If a barre.1 of oil costs
$12, how much money would
be saved by these changes?

What if the price of oil,
doubled? What savings
cduld be made?

sing less 'energy wil/ gen-
era ly_cost the consumer.less
money. What,costs must the
consumer take-into account
before deciding if it is ,

economically, profitable to
invest in ner151, saving,
mpasures?

4

*?,

Commentary. .

The cost of makiig these
changes. licit much doe* "Ole
insulation Cost? How much
would it colt to have high
mileige cart? t

?9
a



Procedures

'Can some of thesepavings
be made without frhancial
cost?

If these items don't cost
money and they can save
money, why don't people
save energy in these ways?

)

ftr.,
).

/ 4

Commentary

Turning down a thermoptat
or car-pooling Probabry
have no financial cost
attached to them.

Some.people feel that the
, inconvenience of car-pooling
or the discomfort of a lawer
.thermostat are major costs.

111

e
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WHAT CAN BE DONE NOW?

sson 1

c.
. (Overview A continued supply of energy.in both the short

and the long term requires planning now. In
this lesson students,are introduced to the idea,
that there are short and long term energy options.
One of the major factors that will help determine
if these options become a reality is present
level of investment.

,Concepts Short Term/Long Term
Investment

Major Increases in the supply of energy in both the
Understanding short and long term require investment in tech-

nology and research today.

o Student Students should be able to:
Objectives

.
l. Distinguish between short and long term

pnergy options:
2. Explain the role of investment in energy

. develdpment.
. *

Interpret -a bar giaph showing stages of
alternative energy development.

Time'
1111 .Allotment One class period

Materials Bar Graph: "New Sources of Energy for Electricity"

Cartoon: "Energy Research and Development Iludget"

Procedures .

ACTIVITY I
wish List

Encourage students to fanta-
.. sire all the great and beau-

tiful things they would like
to have in the futu4e:

Are any'of these wishes 'con-
tradictori?

Which of these wishes are for
themselves; which are for others?

Which of the wishes,do they think
are possible beforit they graduate
from high school? LBy the time
they_are thirty? In their life-
time?

Commentary'

As in all brainstorming,
abcept all answers.

32



, Procedures
f

Which of these wishes
energy?

4'

use

Take pne of the wishes that
involVe the simplest tech-
nological ch'anges mentioned.
Have the students identify
all the things that would
go into making this-"wish
come true."

a

What must they do as indiv-
idvals,to make the wish come
true?

ACTIVITY 2
Nem Sources ciof Energy

0
Distrijoute copies of,"New
Sources of Energy for

Explain briefly'each of the
technologies on the list.
This is the nation's "Energy
Wish List." What.does.this
mean? Have the students
locate on the bar graph when
they will be 30, 45, and 60.

Theme generally aie the points
of short term, medium terM,
and long term.

4What are some of the things that
'that must happen before the
nation's "Energy Wish List"
can come true0

ACTIVITY 3
Energy Research and pevelopment
Budget

'Have students examine the carr
tooth Have the students define
rsearch and development.

Based On this picture, what
seems to be the order of
importance for-the government?

commentary

The machines must be designed,,
tested ancl built. Money must
be spent on machines and labor.
The product must be sold at a

/price they can afford.

7

See appendix for brief des-
"cription of these items.

Technological changes, research,
investment.

32
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Procedures

Why do you think fhis is so?

How would the students divide
/the total energy redearch and
development budget?

Why don't we spend more on,
energy research?

,

.4"

v.

.
Commentary

Answers are varied and oftep
depend on who is speaking.
The technology for nuclear
energy is well developed.
Conservation ab a major policy
has some political opponents.

It is difficUlt4O spend
Money on something that will
benefit the future.

I.

33. .
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Overview

COAL FACTS: COSTS ANDBENEFITS

Unit 3
Lesson 2

Coal Could be one'of the major'sources of;short
term increases in the supply of energy: Even
under the most conservative estimates, the U.S.
has enough economically'recoverable coal to last
well into the twenty-first century. However;
the environmental, economic and social costs of
coal production are high. The students exaMine
the costs and benefits involved in various
policies.concerning the changes in the present
production of coal. ,

Cohcepts Costs & Benefits
W Policy

Major 'The supply of energY bon be increased in the
,Understanding short run in the United Statee-by developing

and increasing the use of coal, but this will
involve investment and tradeofft.

-Student The 'students should be able to:
Objectives 'I.:. Evaluate some of the &oats and benefits

, of increased coal production:
2. Develop and evaluate a policy position

on the development of coal'reserves.

Time
Allotment One-two class periods

Materials "The Coal Facts"

"COal: The Costs and Benefits"

"The President's Cabinet"

Procedure? drmentary

ACTIVITY l-
,

,
Ihtraduce the, students to the

i. idea of Costs and benefits. .,

Remind-the siudents.of the
shortage exercise in Iesson ,

1. Oil Ooulil n4t-be-del1vered.
, Assume that'the community-- .

4111

decidesito close down the
schools.



Procedures

What can we infer about the
way energy is used in the
cartoon that is different
from today?

Desoribe wW, the "cartoon
world" looks*like, keeping
in mind the fact that all

.

energy must be used to itsA
utmost efficiency.

Can,they see some advantages
to this possible energy situ-
ation? What disadvantages?

Speculate with the,class about
possible relations between the
present and the future.

ACTIVITY 2
Energy 'Decisions

Copy the "Possible Future
. Energy Situations" on separ-
\ate piecee of papef. Dividq
the class into four large
group's and give each group
one possible faure energy
situation. This is passed
from student.to student,
each one adfing a one sen-
tence consequence of the
situation on the paper.

Encourage the students tO build
on what they already know about
energy and on the original'state-
,ment. These statements shourd
be consequences the students
think could be.posaible.
examplej one answer for situa-
tion #14could be "Everyone'
would starve to death."

Commentary,,

There is no fuel available
for "fun" purposes like a
Sunday drive.

#

Class may describe the
housing, neighborhood, busi-
neds distriCt, what the kids
and parent* do during the
day, how they get around,
what is done for fun.

35.
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Procedures Commentary

ACTIVITY 3
s'The Cojal Facts

Distribute copies of "The
Coal Facts" and the analysis,
sheet, "Coal: The Costs and ,

Benefits."

Be sure that the class-
understands each piece of
data on the handout. Allow
time for discussion of the
data. Some.terms may need
to 'be explained to the stu-
dents.

v

In small groups or individ-
ua4y, have the students
complete the worksheet.

ACTIVITY 4
The PresidentS'Cabinet

Assign roles to the students.
More than one person_can
serve as the Secretaries or,
each secretary can have sev-
eral aides.

Have student6 prepare brief
presentations to be made at
the Cabinet meeting. Students
can find the data for these
presentations 'on "The Coal
Facts" sheet.

-To conduct the cabinet meeting
akrange the chairs in an oval.

Although the-President can
keep order, the students should
be told that 6abinet meetings
are very ordokr\ly and serious.

At the end of the discussion,
the President'must make the
decision. The President does
not have to do this on the
basis of a vote.

.1

36s
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Procedures .

After the meeting, the class
can discuss if the President,
made a wise decision.

,What will the nation and Congress
have to do td act on the President's
deCision? Ji

A

Commentary

Congress must 1?)ass laws;
investments musf be made.

4

r,-



Overview

Concept

' Major
Understanding

Student.
Objectives

dhit 3
Lesson 3

NUCLEAR FISSION: COSTS AND BENEFITS

The technology exists to provide electric power
from nuclear,fission.' Some predictions state
that nuclear fission may provide as'much as
twenty percent of the ndtion's electrical needs
by 1985. Few suggestions for dealing with the
scarcity of energy, however, are as controversial
as the usebf. hdclear power. The students-apply
their knowledge of costs and benefits to the use

. of nuclear power.

Cost/Benefit

The 'use of nucleat fission to provide an increase
in the supply of energy in the near and mia-term
is possible but involves a number of tradeoffs.

The student should be able to:
1. Identify some of-the costs,and benefits'

rof increased use of nuclear fission.
2. Define nuclear fission.

Time

4110
Allotment' One class period.

Materials "Nuclear Fission: Costs and Benefits".
.

Procedures

Have students examine.the
data on nuclear fission.

As a class, have the studenti
identify some of the costs and
benefits of increased nuclear
production.

Have an .informal debate on:
"Nuclear power should be
increased in the United
States."

Commentary

A benefit could be increased
energy independence; less
environmental pollution, tech-
nology exists. Costs include
radioactive danger, fear of
thievery,.need for investmeni

More vocal students could pr -
'pare brief speeches. Two or

, three students can be on the'
affirmative side and a similar
llUmber on the negatiVe side.,

38
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. Procedures

Concluding the Lesson

What short term options are
available to the United States
for .dealing with icarcity?

t.

Commyitary

Among the options are heavy
reliance on coal; heavy re-
liance on nucleor power; mix
of nuclear and coal; indreas6d
imports of oil; development of
alternative sources such,as
oil "le; conservation.

>
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Overview

Concept

-Major
Understanding

S

Student
Objectives

Time
Allotment

Materials

t.

LONG TERM ENERGY OPTIONS

Unit 4
Leicson 1

Decisions made,today will have multiple effects
in the year 2000. It is difficult, however, for
most people to project cOnsequencee that far intO
the.future. In ,thi4.1essono studenti hypothesiie
aboutssame of the long term 'effect's of energy de-
cisions that could be made today,:

Multiple Effects

Energy decisions made today.will'have, multiple
effects on the.people and their lifestyles in
the year 2000.

the student'should be able to:
, 1. Trace the bauses and effects .of,possible

energy d4cisions:
2. --EValuate some of the tradeoffs that' Must'

be made in theprésent to insure inepnekgy
supply in the future.
Identify some of the realsons why it is
difficult tO plan for the future.

Once class,period

Cartoon: "Bedtime Story"
I.

"Possible Future Enecgy-Situations"

Procedures'

ACTIVITY I

Distribute the cartoon entitled
"BedtimeaStory." Ask st4den0
if they think the cartoon is,'
set in the petit, present or
future. Why?'

What in the cartoon is similar
to our present lifestyle?
What is differerit?

What is the father toiling the_
children about the energy situ-
ation of the pait?

,

..,Commeptary
tr

4

Approximately 30 years Ili
. the future. The father, is
probltbly one of them - their ,

. parents have 2 cars.

a

6
1

There was plenty of fuel

.

-
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-Plocedures

What can we infer about the
way energy is used in the
cartoon that is different
from today?

ftscribe what the "cartoon
world" looks.like, keeping
in mina the fact that all
energy must be used to iti
utmost.efficiency.

__Can they_see some advantages_
-to this possible energy situ-
ation? What disadvantages?

Speculate with the class about
possible relationsipetween the
present and the future.

ACTIVITY 2
-energy Decisions

Copy the "possible Future
Energy Situations" on separ-
ate pieces of paper. Divide
the.class into four large
groups and ,give each group
one possible future energy
situation. This is passed
from student to student,

'eadh one adding a onesen-
tencs óonsequence of the -
'situation on.the paper.

41

lk

Encourage the students to bUild
-on-ithat---they-already know about
inerglkand on the original tate-
'claent. These itatements should
be consatuences the students
think could-be possible. For-
example, one ansWer fcir situa-
tibn 01 could be "Everyone.
would starve to death.

Writ, one situation on the
board'and the students' pro-
posed oOnsequences. iscuss
these possibilities with the,
students evaluating the pos-.
Bible eOnseguences: Could
'these really happen? why of 9

why nott_What.other. /mints_
wourd need to occur in order
for theise`events to happen?

,

commentary

There is no fuel available
for "fun" 'purpbses like a
Sunday drive. .

Class may describe the
housing, neighborhood, bugi-
ness district, what the kids
and,parents do during the
day, how,t4Ay get around,
what is doll. for fun.

Sr

in a ternative Write
ones tuat en on. e board
and have.Tstudents voluntesX
conseqUnces._ Iben discuss.

,

1.



Procedures

Is it difficult to think in
terms-of the future? Why?
Why Ahould we think about
the'future?

Can you think of some events
of 10, 20, 30 years ago thtt

.4 have affected us positively?
Negatively?

et

S.

What is our impact on the
future?' Can we decide to,
have a certain kind of_fur-
ture and then mike J.t. happen?
How? Should we?

II

Commentary'

Major point: By the,types of
decisJons we'make today ye can
influence the type'of lives we
will-have in the future. To
some extent, the choice-is be-
tween making thejuture or
reacting to it.

*dm
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LONG TERM TECHNOLOGY

Unit 4
,Lesson 2

. Overview, The decisions about what mix of long term energy
options for the nation ate difficult. Massive
investments_ are,needed for research and devefop-
ment. These investnients compete with other needed
investments. Economists-talk about scarce capital.
There are mol'e demandsifogi investment money than.
'the.Present supply. 'Aoreover, there ii great risk
'in investing in long term energy technologyg It
is possible that even mith massive spending,.

electricity,from the proposed,sources 'will not be
commercially feasible. Student6 examine some of
the risks involved-in long term investment. Stu-
dents also explore_the effect-of not investing
today.

A -

Concepts Risk
InveStment

Major Even with high levels of investment, long termUnderstanding enengy technology may not produce the needed
1increase ,in' energy supply.

4111
.

Student The student should be able to:
Ob)ectives . 1. I.dentify some of the problems of producing

'eleétriEity from solar power or nuclear
fusion'_.

,,>2. lxplain the'relationship between inveitment
and-future energy, supply.

3. ,Evaluate the risks involved in long term
energy investment.

4. EXpress a polidy pOsition in written form;

Time
Allotment - One -0 two'class periods

.

Materials pats Sheet:-N"Eleictrioiiy'From the Sun."
.r;

1

1,

Data Sheet: "Elsct;ricity From-.Controlled Nuclear FulOon"

Cartoon: "Energy Research-and Deifelopment"
(Unit.3, Lesson 1)

Bar Graph: "New Sources of Energy for-,Electricity"`

"Write-a Letter"

41.

)

1

t
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Procedures

ACTIVITY 1

Distribute "New Sources
of Energy for,Electricity"
and the: cartoon "Energy
Research and DeVelopment."

HaVe the students look at
the chart on new sources'
of energy. Which sources
appear to be long term?
Long term can be defined
as a source that will not
be commercially available
before 4e year 2000.

To reinfOrce the idea of
how close the year 2000
is, again have the students
figure out how old they will
be ih that year.

Have the students examine
the cartoon "Energy Research
and Development."

In what long term options
does the President wish to
invest money? Which will
get the most? The least?

Does the President suggest
that more money be spent

IPlong term or short term.
tions?

Why might the President
suggest that money be'in-
vested in this way?

ACTIVITY 2

Distribute ."Electricity
_Flmmo the Sun" and "Elec-
tricity From 'ContrdnidE
Nitcloar Fusion" data

46 shoots.

:

V.

Commentary

Most of them will be about
35 years old.

\,)Acbording to'the udget, the'l

U.S. will fhvest inrnuclear
fusion and solar power.
(Small sums of money will
probably be invested in other,
sources as well.)

The budget has more money
--allocatedforrshoxtterm____

options.

A

Short term Options have \less
'risk; there.may 'be more lobbying
for certain typereof-development;
there is some doubt that long ,

range optioris are possiblet'people
have a hard time planning far into .

the future.

I.

4

-
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Procedures

Have the students read the
description of how energy
is released,from the sun
and from nuclear fusion.

For each source of energo
have the students identifY
some of the benefits and
some of the costs.

What risks wooldp.the
nation be taking if lt
investbd heavily in nuclear
fusion?

What risks are involved in
solar development?

41.

ACTIVITY 3-

DistribUte the handout
"Write a Letter."

A Before the students Write
their letterse-discuss
possible policy positions.

S.

Cla;mmentary

This is an excelleuit oppor-
tunity'to use thelexper,tise
,of the science department.

,An excellient soukce of more
detailed information about
the prciceses summarized,on
the-sheet are the Fact heets
written by John M. Fowl r at
NSTA. Fact Sheets 4 and
6 deal with'solar power and
14 with nuclear fusion. These
are available,free from the DOE
Technical,Information Center,
P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
37830.

2

There is no danger of nuclear
fallout and only a small danger

, from radiation. The major econ:-,
omic risk is that all the,invest-
ment might not pay .off.

There are few risks in terms of
danger.. Again, there is the ece-
onomic risk that the investment
-will not be successful.

,

T ese include: invest all
ey in one source - either

uclear or solar; have sbme
Ix of investment; make no

inVestment.
T

4.



Procedures

ik the studentsrwhy they
think that the letter shoad
contain some of the negative
aspects of their proposal.

s

Commentary

This can,be used to reinforce
the idea of tradeoffs. No
idea is perfect. In making
Oecision, the President should
know about the tradeoffs.

The letters can be sent.to the
White House or to the Congress.
The students will get at least-
a form letter back.

I.

V.

I.

CZ
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'THE COAL STRIKE OF 1978

SCHOOLS CLOSE ego

6()for 2 weeks
toci#

4,cfis

ck Detroit Lays Off 1,060Workers
ciNS1'3114

LIGHTS OUT- CRIME INCREASE FEARED

President Orders Coal Miners
Back to Work

.These headlines show some of the effects of the long 9oa1 strike
of 1978. Wh4ch ofmthese effects do-you think are most serious?'Which afe least serious? 'Why?

_

Why might schools be ordered closed during a shortage of cc:41?

4

Why might you close industries?

What other alternatives are available for dealing with the
shortage? ?A

1

. .

st .

.
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52

SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW

Choose one of the following:

Choose any headline. Write the article that would go with
the headline.

01111

Draw a cartoon that shows the meaning of the headline.

Write a letter telling the governor of your state how the
energy shortage should be handled.

41114

Research ah energy shortage similar to the coal strike.

Some examples are:, The,Oil Embargo qf 1973; Fuel Shortages
during World War I, Natural Gas Shortages of 1976-77.
Include in your report the causes and effects of the crisis:
How did the people cope with the shortage? What government
actions, if any, took place?

4 9

a



----WHAT TO'DO WHEN THE OIL DOESN'T ARRIVE

A severe winter storm struck the entire New England re'gion.
Al1 deliveries stop. An oil tanker making its way up theBay was destroyed in the storm. One community was particu-larly hard hit by earlier storms and was very low in heating
oil. A-few oil trucks that had arrived in the community be-fore the storm could-make deklveries. If the oil was evenly
distributed,,all buildings would be out of oil after thretdays. v,

iet as,many.reasons.as you can for:

Deliverin7 oil to
all buildings

Delivering oil to some
buildings

1.
1

2. 2.

3.
3.

a

etc. eta.

What other options were open to the community?

Choose.the solution that you think was 'best for distributing
the remaining oil.

fft

What are the drawbacks
,to your solution?

Why did you choose your plan?

What are the advantages
to your .solution?

1 .

2.

3.

etc.

,

.
t

53



SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW

'With your teacher, set(&ip a mock town council aeeting. You
will need the followin people:

Mayor K ./os Orderloannounces the vote, votes
n case of a tie.

SiX
Council - Listens to reports, proposes plans,
Members vofes.

One
Recorder - Keeps minutes.

Citizens All'other class members are to attend the
board meeting. They are citizens of the .

community and have the right,to speak out
in favor of a proposal or against a pro-
posal offered by someone else.

51
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YOU AND-'4WTRICE OP GAS

As demand for energy increases, the price of energy may alsogo up. Thii price rise will happen if the supgly of energyremains the same or grows more slowly than the demand for
energy.-

, Some econoTists predict that the price of gasoline will in-crease to over a dollar per gallon. In some countries pebplealready pay over two dollars for 6 gallon of gas: What isthe price of gasoline in your town now?

List five different ways your family uses a car.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which o
price o

$1.00

$1.50

$60(;'

p.

these uses of the car woilld your family stop if thegas rose to:

2

At, what price would your family stop using a car?

If-your family were very much richer than it is, Would your
decisions be different?

.*

If your family were very much poorer, would youi decisions
be different?

What factors,
uses the car?
tation.

f-

other than price, influence how your family 0
For example - the nearness to pUblic transpor-

.52
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A 1976 U.S. CON UMPTION
% of total en rgy consumed by iype

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

r-

U.S. 'EconoMically
Recoverable Resources
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION

What does'the term cOnsumptiop mean?

What type of energy is used the. most'in the U.S.?

What peicentage of energy consumed in the U.S. comes from
nuclear power?

Coal, oil and gas are fossil fuelEi. What does this mean?

What percent4e of our total energy consumption comes from'
fossil fuels?

These resources are sometimes said to be "non-renewable."
What does that mean?

"s

:46

For a resource to be economically recoverable, several factors
are necessary. See if you can complete the following sentences.
Circle the correct answer.

The cost of getting the resource must be (greater than, less than).-
the.sellini price.

The (machines, resource-s) needed to geWthe fuel must have
been invented.

The resource must have beem (discovered, lOit).
-"*"".. tot

,

- The largest economically reco*era6le risourde in the U.S. is
(coal,,oil).-

Thought 'cluestioh.

.

If the WS. hap more _coal thin any other resource, why do
we uso less.of it,then

54
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1. According.to the graph, what
happened to the demand for
energy-between 1970- and 1975?

2. According to the graph, what
will happen t8 energy consump-
tiv by 2000?

t-1

J-13. What will happen to energy
ga supply?

o
fti

4. In 2000, there will be a ga0;
Using the words demand and isupply write a statement that w
escr bes this gap. w

>H
t-1

°I

5. Why iS 2000 trying to pull
down the Demand Curve?

rib

55
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OUR ENERGY APPETITE

^
What is 1978 eatpl§?

Why is 2,000 concerned?

How does this cartoon'express scarcity?

What will happen if 1978 continues to "eat" at the present rate?

What kind of a diet would you recommend for 1978?

5 7
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SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW

Choose one of the following:

1. Write an "Energy Diet for the World."

Iraw 3 cartoons showing how you'think the U.S. 'or the
World should deal with 'scarcity.

z

3. Find 1 cartoon that shows something about the energy problem.
Write 2 or 3 sentences about the cartoon.

4. Play World Energy Doctor. Write out a prescription for your
patient. Say how World can decrease-its-appetite. As a DoctOr,
why do you récommend this diet'?

r
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4.

Cartoon 1

Classroom ,

Who is in the'audience?

Who is the speaker?

Whgt danger is he'pointing out
to-the audience?

How does he say they should
live with this danger?

What is ppur opinion of this
method?

What do you think the -cartoon-
ises attitude is?

O.

7.

Cartoon 3

The Bicycle

How does this cartoon deal
with scarcity?

What change' did they make?

Why did these people make the
change?

Would people make these
changes voluntarily? Why or
why not?

1

Cartoon 2

Pipeline

What is the subject of the
picture?

How is the pipeline'supposed
to-deal with the problem of
scarcity? -

What tradeoffs were made in-
building the laipelifie?

What is the cartoonist's at-
titude toward the pipeline?-
How do y9u )(low?

What-questions should'have
been asked befdire building'
the pipeline?

60
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'THIO6RLI5 ENERGY BANK

What are the deposits that are made in the, energy bank?

What are the withdr als?'

Between 1970 ond 2000 what seems to be,happening to the
size of witlidrow.ale? Why?

What happens when you take more out4mf :fa bank than you putInto it?

INhatimuqt .happen'nOw ib.tgefpeo01,e in the year-2000 are goingto bele-to withdraw energr-from the'bank? (Hint: , Thinkabout.present delmaits and p lont withdrawalf!.)

6/
tr' 4-



NT CASE STMY

1

Mrs. W. is a traveling salesperson. She often travels
over 100 miles a dar. Sometimes she must carry displays. Abig car makes this easier, She worries about the low gasmdleage.

occasionally, Mrs. W. must travel even longer flistances.Since there are no trains, she takes a plane. In order tosave money and fuel, the airlines have cAt back on flights.This ieans that Mrs. W. must often stay overn*ght.

Mrs: W's.childreh
a h#1f to school. The
save money and energy,
bus service for junior
time Mr. W. drives all.
second car.

F ages 9, 11, and 15 trave'4 a'mile and
youngest child gets bus se vice. Tot-
the school district does not-provide
or senior high studets. Most of the
three children to school in the family's'

The family lives in a large, old home. Although it stayscool in the summer, it is difficult to heat in the winter.
More.insulation would reduce fuel bills, btit costs money.

.List as many examples of energy use in the story as you can.

What decisions made by the family influence the amouht ofenergy they use?

What decisions made by the Overnment influence the.amount'ofenergy used by the family?

Name one way that the family could conserve energy.

Besides saving dnergy, what benefits wOuld they get from thisdecision?

, What changes in their life would the family have to make ifthey were to save energy in this way?

`4v.

6 2
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CASE STUDY

2

Mr., C. likes living in a big city. He teaches school in
one of the suburbs twenty miles from where he lives. The only
train that gets Mr. C. to school on time leaves at 6:15 a.m.-
Instead, he drives his small car to work.

The drive to work is easy. He crosses a toll free bridge
and drives on a major highway. The bridge and the highway
were built by thjObtate and Federal government.

a After school Mr. C. coaches basketball. This means that
-he can't drive to and from work with other teachers who live
near him in the city.

The;students in Mr. C's class sometimes get angry when
he turns the heat down.

At his apartment, the heat is controlled by the building
managers. It gets so hot in the winter that Mr. C. leaves
the' windows open.

Mr..C. has two children, ages 12 and 140- Both go'to
school in the city. They 'travel to school by subway.'

List as many exampeers of energy use in tpe story as you can:

What decisions made by the family influence the amount of
energy they use?

What decisions made by the government influence the amount
of energy used_by this family?.

What decisions made by. industry influence the amount of energy
used by this family? ,

Name one way the family could conserve energy.

Besides saving energy, what benefits would they get from this
decision?

What changes in their lifewould the family have to make if,

68
they were to save energy in this way?

6 3



ENERGY QUOTES tkt
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ENERGY QUOTES

Take one of the energy quotes. ,Who might have written it?
Why? Write a brief description about a society,that would
have this as its only_motto.

Identify at leas*t fiVe adverti ements on T.V. or iii the paper,
that might encpurage the use or conservation of energy. .

Write an advertisement that would encourage people.to drive
fifty five miles an hour.

Draw a cartoon that encoUrages energy conservation.

65



CdDISRVATION.SURVEY

Plead each of the following statements carefully. Each onesuggests a way to encourage the use of less ,energy by Americans.

Decide if you agree, disagree, or can't make up your mind aboutthe statement. Before each ktatement:

Place an A if you agree.

Place a 11 if you disagree.

Place a C if you can't make up your mind.

1. Raise th-e pricesof gasoline by $1.00.

2. XAise the age at which a person can driye to 21, ,

3. Close gasoline .stations on Sunday.

4. Lower.anti-pollution requirements.

Ban the use of recreational vehicles like minibikes
and snowmobiles.k

6. Ban the use of motOrboats.

7. Lower the temperature to 17°C in all public. buildings.

8. Clpse school'in December anld January Sand open them inthe summer in cOld climateli.

9. Provide free public transportation.

10; Put .tolls on alk major roads:

SG



If All

Houses
.Were

Weather-.
Stripped

/

ljWHERE_ENERGY SAVINGS CO LD BE MADE

Possible Energy Savings
(in terms of number of barrels of oil saved)

If All
Houses
Had 6"
Insulation,

60° F

If The

Average
Load Per
CoMmuter
,Car In-

If All Creased

Clothes By I

Were Person

Washed
In Cold
Or Warm
Water

Loa<
wmAr

ovapcjx>
stiviv

oaella;
4.

'If All If All If All If All

Thermo- ..,Appliances Electric Cars

stats Were Were 20% Motors Averaged

Set At An More Were 1% *20.8 Miles

'Average Of Efficient More Per Gallon Now
Efficient.

Which Of these savings require changes in how we live?

Which of these savings require changes 'in technology?

Are there any that may require both changes in 1iesty1e
and technology?

If A barrel of oil costs $12, how much mon y pould be
save if:

a. All homes were insulated?

b. All.appliances were mo e efficient?

ve.c. All cars averaged 2e.8miles per gallon?'
'

Some of these savingi will re,uire investments. An ,p2cntple of

an_investment is spending m ey on insulation now so that fuel
t\\ bills will be lower latör on.

Name two other @Ivestments that must be made that savings
th72 can be made in e future.'

11
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.Solar

Heating'& Coolin

74

4 S.
S.

NEW SOURCES OF ENERGY FOR- ELECTRICITY

1980 19 5 1990

Sol -Electric
(Ther 1 or Direct)

Coal Conversion
(Gas or Oil)

Breeder Reactor

Conventional
Nuclear Reactor

Nuclear FuSion

1995 2000 2005

77

2010

144,
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Possible--
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Availability:
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Si nificant
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1. Define Research
and Development.

2. On what type of ,

energy research
and development
does the President
want to spend the
moq money?-

3. How do decisions
of 1978 influence
-2000?

71



Top Ton Owners of Coal
Reserves in U.S. (1975)

1. Continental Oil

2. Burlington Northern

3. Union Pacific

4. Peabody Coal

5. Exxon (Carter Oil)

6. AMM (20.6% Standard
Oil of California)

7. North American Coal

8. Occidental Petroleum

9. U.S. Steel

10. Kerr MOGee

11 9"

I `

THE COAL FACTS

The U.S. lias over 390 billion tons of coal recoverable at today's prices.
This coal may contain more than 5,times the energy in Middle Eastern Oil
Reserves.

Developing coal takes both
time and money. Opening
a surface mine takes 3 to
5 years. Underground mines
may take 5-7 years to
develop. It costs 20-30
million dollars to open a
new surface mine; 40-60
million dollars for a new
deep mine.

it4

U Miners make between $14,000 and $20N00 a year.
%

a

Top Ten Coal Companies in U.S.
(1974)

1. Peaboay Coal Co.

2. Consolidated Coal Co.

S. Island Creek joa1 Co.

4. Amax Coal Co.

5. The Pittston Co:

6. The U.S. Steel Corp.

7. Arch Mineral Corp,

8. Bethlehem Mines Corp.

9. N. American Coal Corp.

1

10. Peter Kewit Sons Mining
Division

73



Number 8f Mine Workers
in the United States

(1976)

linderground
Miners 123,000

Strip Miners 44,000

Related jobs
in the mines 17 000

TOTAL 184,000

.THE cpAL FACTS

The following products come from coal:

steel

perfume

dye

nylon

aluminum

aspirin

insecticide

drugs rubber-

Jobs Needed to Produce Coal

miners
drill operators
cutting machine operators
locomotive operators
loading machine operators
electricians
lubricating specialists
masons
pipofitters
repairmn

power shovel operators
roof bolter operators k

tipple machinery operators
carpenters
construction workers
explosives handlers
machine-tool operators
mechariics
plumbers
truck & tractor mechanics

Zç -A4444/

plastic

paint

deteqgent

motor fuel

food preservatives

Haat and pressure applied in the
-right way can convert a 4 pound
piece of coal into about 1 quart
of synthetic crude oil or about -N
32 cubic feet of aynthetia gas.

4 These are' very expensive prodOcts.

47% of the electricity
used in the U.S. comes
frk3m coal.
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THE COAL FACTS

Distribution of United States Coal Resources
Coast Province

Pocky Mountain Province
Northern Great Plains Province

Interior Province

nAnthracite

&turn:nous Coal

fJSuiptuminous Coal

cgLignite

Eastern Province

Gull Province

Source 9ureiJ ot 1..37"C1Manacernert. Draft E-vironment al Impact St ate'r4n°ent Proposed
0.4.cer 1. CII 1.-2-14^C: :*'71'..1rn

Underground mining is
a dirty and sometimes
dangerous job. There
are more job related
accidents in coal mi

"ISP

n-
ing than any otherP

industry in the U.S.

$

The burning of coal
can produce sulfur
and nitrogen oxides
soot, and ash. De-
pending on the type
of coal that is
burned, these pol-
lutants can produce.
mild or severe damage
to the environment
and to people.

Surface Mining can
hurt the natural
environment. As
the coal is stripped
away, so ts much of
the topsoil. Laws
requiring reclam44on
of land do help.
This is not always
possible. Large
amounts of water are
needed and water is
often in short sup-

.

ply. Reclamation
adds to the cost of
coal production.

The use of strip mining as a means of getting at
coal is increasing. In 190, 25% of the coal was
strip mined. By 1970, about half of the coal was
strip mined.,



COAL: THE COSTS AND BENEFITS

The United States must make some major decisions about energy forthe near future. Many experts point out that the clemand for energyis growing faster than the supply of energy. This scarcity of
energy will create serious problems.

Assume that you are an advisor to'the President. The residentwants to know if the nation.should increase its productlion of coal.

78

To make a good decision, the President must know what are some ofthe benefits and some of the costs of increased coal production.

Examine the data on the Coal Facts.sheet.°

List five costs and five benefits of coal production. Rememberthat costs and benefits iiiiclude not only money but also changes,
in the number of jobs, foreign relatione, working and living
conditions.

Benefits of increased Costs of increased
Coal production coal production

1.
'1.

2.
- 2.

3.
3.

4. 04P

,

4.

5.
5.

Look back at the costs and benfits that )ou have listed.

Put a star before the most seribus co t and the most important
benefit.

On what basis did you make that depision?

,

;
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THE PRESIDENT'S CABI47

, The President has qalled a Cabinet Meeting. Each person qt theCabinet meeting mugt give advice for or again in'creasing coalproduction. At the end of the meeting, the Pre ident. must e-%
cide what to say to Congress and the nation.

/Some of the Cabinet Members are listed below. C600se one of theroles.

The President

L

The Presisgent cbnducts the meeting, asksque4çns, and finally, decides what to do.

Secretary of The Secr tary of State is interested inState foreign ffairs. How will increased coal
productkon change relati s of the U.S.
with thg rest of the world. Will this
generaliiy be good or bad?

Secretary of The Segretary of Transportation is interestedTransportation in se0ng that people and materials are able
to mo'e around the country. Will increased
coal *roduction help the nation's transporta-
tion roblems?

Secrethry of
the Interior

The cretary of the Interior is interested
in tFe land. Will increased coal production
.seri usly harm the land? Will there be enough
watei for all purposes?

. 1

drSecretary of The pecretary of the Treasury must.help thethe Treasury government pay its bills. Will the increased
prodpctiOn of coal add to taxes or add to the'
govekmment's expen

r

..'

Secretary ofIj
Labor

Secretary of,
1110 Health, Educa-

tion and, Welfare

The Secretary of'L or.is interested in seeing
that,people have goo4 jobs,' Will the develop-
ment of coal help create these jobs?

The Secretary of HEW is interested in the
health and well being of the people. How
wilt the increased production of coal .j.riflu-
encé the health and safety of the people?

0



NUCLEAR FISSION: COSTS AND BENEFITS

Few suggeitions for dealing with the scarcity of
energy are as controversial as the use of nuclear /

power. At present about 8 percent of the energy.*
used in this country comes from.nuclear fission.
Some people predict that this will_increase to 20
percent by 1985. If the United States were to
invest large sums of money into nuclear power
plants,'this percentage could be even higher by
the year 2000.

Read the following brief selection. You will have
to decide if the costs of producing more energy
from nuclear power are greater or.less than the
benefits that could be gained.

******* ******* ******* ******* ******* *******

Environment
/

Nuclear power plants do not cause the same type of
air pollution as coa 3 power plants. Also, since the
energy potential of u anium is great, only small
amounts of uranium ore must be mined. This reduces
the problems of sirip mining.

Nuclear fission does produce radioactive material.
This material is very dangerOus and must be kept
out of contact with food, water, or anyNpart of
the living biosystem. Since it remains dangerous
for hundreds of years it must be stored very care-
fully. So far the storage problem has not,been
solved.

Safety

*-.-----------NThere are very strict safty guidelines for nuclear

i

power plants. There a e no radioactive emisiions
that are dangerous to eople living near the plant.
Some people are worrie about the reactor-blowing
up. While they can't explode like i "nuclear bomb,"
it is possible that, for instance, the cooling

.

systems might fail and the nudlear material get so
hot it would melt. This could cause a small.explo-
sion (because of steam pressure) which would spread
radioactive materials over the neighborhood. If

a

.4/

et,



an accident did ocCur, it-would.be disastrous. How-
:yer,"chances of this seem to be eiremely small.

There is also a danger that:hi-jackers could steal
nuclear material-and milice a bomb. With present day
reactori this is not a threat but if we use breeder
reactors or.begin to repioc&ss used reactor fuel,
it 6ould beCome a dangek-.

Independence

The increased use ofLnuclear power could re de (
some oil and help the United States to be lest de4's
pendent onforeign nations for energy. Uranium is
the primaryore used in nuclear plants. Estimates
on the &mount Of economically recoverable uranium
in the United States vary. There probably is endugh
to fuel all of the reactors now operating or being 0

built for their 30-40 year lifetime.

Econor4ics

Nuclear power.plants are fairly economical.to operate
since the fuel costs are-lOw (much lower than"coal,
for instance). They are, however, very expensive to,
buildt.more expensive than coal7-fired plants. If the°
United States bUilds a large number.of nuClear reactors
less money will be available to invest in other energy
sources or in other parts of the econOmy.

Politics
.00

Nuclear, power plants are.large. They often provide
energy for Many states: Although many. areas need
the energy, very few people are willing to allow the'
plants to be built in their community. There could
be conflict between the states and the Federal govern-
ment over where to build hew plants. 'Mere are also
many people and many organized groups who-strongly
oppose nuclear power for the reasons mentioned above
andthey are fighting. against its further development.

0
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BEDTIME STORY

pe.

.14

,r

'e

"Wheh I was little, Mommy Al Daddy used to drive us
around in carsiust for fun."

ridrawn from Chartes Saxdn LartopWr,JJINK Oct/Nov 1976

/

Is.this cartoon Set in the,past, presqdt or future?
..1

, ,p-

R.44,w do you know? .

6'
a

. $.

For what purpoies does this.family.dse a'car?

Howl do yout know?. t

, . ,

1,

It

-

Does,thWfamily Use A ca'r.more. or%lesS Your family?.
.1

-you thijlk sca.
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p.
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POSSIBLE FUTURE ENAGY SITUATIONS

f

1. No decisions Were made to increAge the
supply of energy..

2_ In 1980"the pnited atd dedided to investe
all its enetegy mone in dOVeloping solar
power.

3. In 1980 the United.,States decided to .invest
all its energy mon,ex.in developing nuclear
fpsion.

4.

,

0

5. Major cQnservation efilbrts were suCbessful.

In 1980 the Unit0 Stttes decidea to inves
all its energy money ,in increasing coal,
production.

41
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Type Process Description

Solar Cell The Particles making 110
a beam of light (called4

photons) knock elec7
Irons loose from'atoms
ln a device called a

t-bolar cell. These'
'electrons can be col-

. letted to produce
electric power

.

Thermal

yor

Collect sunlight And
heat a liquid to create
steam. This steam spins
a turbine which rotates
generator :coils, apd pro-
duces electricity. .

4

Sea PoWer:' The warm.surface water
oflhe ocean cah be used %

to heat .a flufasuch a; .

ammonie'causing it to
. .

change nto a vapor.-
This vap which.will be
at 4 "elatIvely high presL
sure, can then be usOd to"
turn a-turbine.and power

- an electric generator.
,The vatior is.then cooled
baék to g-lfquid by the
cooler water deep in the
oce4n. /

8,1

.

&.

ELEcTRICITY FROM -THE SUtilt,

1.'

Assets

Little main-
tenance re-
quired.

2. Long lasting.
3. Sunshine is

free and re-
newAble.

1. No pollution
or other en-
vironmental
hazards.

2. Sunshine is
fKee,and re-
newable.

1. Sunshfne is
.free And re-
newable.

2. The ocean iS
a large solar
collector.

f

.

, Problems

1. ,Extremely
expensive.

2. Requires a
large amount'
of land.

3. Sunlight is
variable and
some.storage
or back-up
will be needed.

1. Relatively ex-
pensive.

2. Requires a
large amount
ofland.

3. No feasible
way as yet to
store heat at
nkght or when
the sun isn't

E'Stimated Availabilit

-Some by 1985Nommer-
cially competitive by
2000, maybe sooner.

'Some by 1985; ComMer-
cial availability by
approximately 1995.

1. Muth to. be Very questionable.
'learned about Some small scale
;operation of testing by. 1985.
complex equipment -

in an ocean em--
Vironment.

2. Little is known
about the effects
ot Storms om the
large floating ,

st2u6tureis which
. are enVisioned.

t3._ Transmission of
poWer from bdean
sites is difficult
and expensive.. ,

4.

A

.;
a
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ELECTRICITY FROM. CONTROLLED NUCLEAR FUSION

Process Description

.NuClei of 2 atoms join together
("fused"), releasing energy.
Nuclei normally repel eadh other
and therefore, 'force must be used
to bring them close together and
cause them to react. In order
to do this, heavy hydrogen (D)
must be heated to about 100 mil-
lion degrees C .so that the nuclei
will be moving very fast and
collide. The heated nuclei
(called "plasma") are confinea
by a magnetic field whilesthey
are heated.

*

1.

,Adsets

i. "D" is cheap
and plentiful.

2. Little, if any,
air pollution.

3.,No threat of
nuclear explo-
sion and only
small amount

- of radipactivity.

11,

Problems

1. Some doubt that
a working plant
can be built be-
cause of many
technical prop-
lems. Expert's.
are not sure if
this process
can be control-
*led.

2. Plants may be
so expensive
that the electric
power will not be
economical.

Estimated
Availability

The scientific
problems may be
solved by 1985.
Some power by
year 2000. Un-
likely for com-
ollerclal availability
until many years
later.



10
WRITE A LETTER.

Write a letter to the President or to your Congressman: In the
first paragraph state the type of long range energy options you
would like to see developed. In the second paragraph explAin
why you support this option. In the third paragraph identify
sbme of the problems with your options. State why you think
these are less important than the positive parts of the option.
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